
Fraud Detection & 
Response Platform
Online fraud prevention solutions traditionally focus 
on detection and notifications that alert fraud teams 
or transaction monitoring systems of the risks 
associated with a particular user at a given point in 
time. But these   solutions can leave fraud teams 
overwhelmed by numerous alerts.

The Fraud Detection and Response (FDR) Platform from Revelock, a Feedzai company, works by stopping active threats 
like malware and phishing attacks, as well as bad actors already operating within your organization. The FDR platform’s 
defensive capabilities deliver a silent user experience that continuously protects customers while preventing them from 
being interrupted by bad actors. 

Feedzai bestowed 
Top 21 RegTech 
Innovation Award

Feedzai named best-in-class 
fraud and AML machine 
learning platform vendor

Feedzai ranked #15 on 
the Forbes list of most 
promising AI companies.

Key Features include:

Active  Defense Preemptive Defense BionicID™
Detects and defeats Remote Access 

Trojans (RATs) designed to hijack user 

sessions or take over accounts.

Allows fraud analysts to regain control 

by uncovering bad actors within 

an organization by visualizing links 

to victims and mule accounts.

Built using hybrid AI, this technology 

reviews thousands of parameters 

and behavioral biometrics to verify users 

in just two interactions.
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Know Your User  
by implementing an approach to precisely 

identifying users that centers around answering 

the question “are you really you?”

Reduce Fraud 
by detecting and responding to any 

manipulation or impersonation attack.

Prevent Account Takeover 
by immediately taking action to stop fraud 

anytime a user anomaly is detected.

Reduce Costs  
by minimizing false alerts, and regulatory fines 

resulting from compromised customer data.

Take Full Control 
by configuring and automatically responding to 

malware, phishing, RATs, and other attack types.

Enhance Brand Trust  
by proactively securing end user accounts and 

stopping account takeovers, new account fraud, 

and CNP fraud.

Improve Security  
by stopping bad actors operating from outside 

or inside your organization, from creating 

fraudulent new accounts, or taking over existing 

ones. 

Streamline the  
Customer Experience  
by silently and continuously verifying user 

BionicID™ minimizing needless step-up 

verification.

Schedule a Demo

Ready to see our 
technology in action?

Key Benefits include:

Brands Trust Feedzai
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